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'78 Guts Season Underway! 
GPA Championships in Toronto! 
Stunning upsets in Ann Arbor have set 

the stage for a year of intense competition. 
Again, old and new rivals will pound poly
ethylene until the glory and the right to be 
World Champs lies with one spectacular 
team . This pinnaCle will also bestow the 
winners with riches (more than $1,(00) and 
a permanent inscription on the new but 
sacred championship trophy. 

The-Ontario Guts Club will host the GPA 
World Championship on September 1 & 2 
near the CNE in Toronto . 

,Please make note of the permanent and 
cdmplete '78 GPA Series Calendar on pages 
6 and 7. 

The Grandmother of all tournaments, the 
1FT (International Frisbee Tournament), 
will again be held in the mud and blood and 
the beer this year . Special edition GPA discs 
will be available there, not to mention the 
traditional super good time. All Guts lovers 
should make a point to attend this one, if not 
for your own insanity, do it for others . 

Addendum 69B will be enforced. If you 
don ' t drink beer , Johnny Hodges may still 
have some Strohs cans filled with kool -ade, 
so you can fake it. 

The GPA is still looking for interested 
sponsors for the next year and possibly 
some of this year's tournaments . Persons 
with information about potential sponsors 
should write the GPA c/o: 

John Sappington 
314 Mulholland 
Ann Arbor, Mich . 48103 
(313) 663-2893 

Chuck Schultz 
2904 Fernwood 

or 

Ann Arbor , Mich . 48104 
(313) 973-2078 

• 
Photos by David Brainerd Disc Photo by J ames Morse 

Drawings by Nancy Ciaglaski 

• • 
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This news letter comes to you compliments of the GPA and the GPA Editorial Staff. 
Buck Buchannan 
Carson Buchannan 
Dave Demers 
John Sappington 
Chuck Schultz 

Cover Photo - Dan Thornton from Paul's American Pie 

Frisbee Festival a Success 
April 1st, 1978 dawned mild but very 

windy in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Two annual 
springtime festivals , peculiar to this area, 
occurred Simultaneously several city blocks 
apart on the University of Michigan 
campus. The first of these was the Ann 
Arbor Hash-Bash in celebration of the local 
$5.00 Marijuana law. The second, but of no 
less importance, was the Humbly Magni
ficent Champions of the Universe Fifth 
Annual University of Michigan Frisbee 
Festival . 

The Mid-West season opener and the 
first GPA sanctioned tournament was held 
in U of M Central Campus Recreation 
building . Guts teams and freestyle en
thusiasts from several surrounding states 
and nearby Canada gathered to participate 
in guts, wall hitting and freestyle competi
tion. 

Saturday morning rolled into motion with 
twenty-eight men's guts teams warming up 
for preliminary matches in the single game 
- double elimination format . This activity 
was, of course, covered by an umbrella of 
freestylists jamming anywhere they could 
get a tip in. The jamming cleared quickly, 
however, as the first matches of guts 
competition began. At this point, the official 
G.P.A. 1978 competition disc made it' s 
debut. 

The fire orange #15 mold pro features the 
1978 G.P.A. hot stamp, single wide black 
stripe and a gold label. Weighing in a few 
grams heavier than #14 or #17 mold pros , 
this disc produces remarkably stable, high 
velocity flights. The #15 mold pro is also 
known for its durability, rarely cracking, 
even in tournament play, which brings us 
back to Humblyville . 

All fools day certainly held its fair share 
of surprises for veteran and rookie guts 
teams alike. A first round surprise left the 
Humblys in the loser's bracket. Later sur
prises found West End Scrap (Toronto), 
Third Coast Cruise (Detroit), Redford Ring
rays (Redford), and Library Bar (Houghton) 
sharing a similar fate . 

Just who was winning against t hese 
heavily favored veterans? Let's take a look . 
First round action saw University of 
Milwaukee upset the Humblys 21 to 18 . 
This Milwaukee team plays a good game 

but failed to the last day. They'll be back. 
West End Scrap and Third Coast Cruise 
(looking suspiciously like several former 
world champions we know) fell to the Other 
Air Aces (Rochester, Michigan) . You won't 
find any rookies here, but you will find a 
club that calls its 'shots and hustles all day, 
picking up those loose tips . And if a riot 
entirely healthy Library Bar needed a good 
reason to be playing in the loser' s bracket, 
Paul ' s American Pie (Marquette, Michigan) 
could and did supply one on short notice . 
The Killer Bee's (Southeast Michigan) with 
less than a year' in guts, deserve a special 
mention for an outstanding perfor.mance 
against heavily armed Library Bar . The 
Bee's lost this game 21 to 19, but you can be 
sure they're looking forward to a good 
summer. 

When the smoke cleared Saturday night, 
we found' Paul ' s American Pie and the 
Other Air Aces undefeated . Library Bar and 
the Humbly'S with one loss each, were 
looking forward to Sunday' s semi-finals. 

The first round of freestyle competition 
(unwitnessed by yours truly) was held 
Sunday morning giving way to the wall 
hitting finals around noon . Six men had 

Jeff Dean - Renowned ihumber 
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survived Saturday' s first round competition 
of wall hitting and after one semi-final 
round Sunday, Joe Youngman , Tom Field, 
Chuck Schultz and John Sappington were 
tied with 3 hits e<\~h on the wall 250+ feet 
away . 

In the final throw-off, Joe Youngman 
scored four consecutive hits, finishing first , 
with a cumulative score of 9 hits . Tom Field 
followed with 8 and Chuck Schultz with 7. 

In the women's distance, Janna Roycraft 
(Ann Arbor, Michigan) emerged victorious 
in a very close final throw-off . Nancy "B" 
Baumdraher (Redford, Michigan) and Pat 
Lazaro (Chicago) both finished less than five 
feet short of the winning throw! 

Wall hitting was followed by one of the 
two Throwing Workshops included in the 
Festival schedule . The workshops proved to 
be a rather pleasant break in the day, by 
involving some of the spectators in the fun 
and giving the players time to jam, shoot 
the breeze and eat, etc . 

The women's guts competition was con
spicuous by its absence. Only five teams 
(three players each) registered and played. 
The women that did compete played well, 
but failed to generate the excitement that 
develops naturally with a larger turn-out 
and stiffer competition. The Redford 

Ringray women and the Crazy Ladies 
squared off the finals Sunday afternoon . 
The Crazy Ladies settled for second place 
while the Ringray women went undefeated 
to their second consecutive Ann Arbor 
victory . 

Guts semi-final action for the men saw 
Paul ' s taking the Other Air Aces 21 to 19 . 
Library Bar eliminated the Humbly' s and 
the Other Air Aces in quick succession to 
meet Paul's in the best of three final games . 
The finals were exciting to say the least. 
Two of the tightest teams in guts traded 
thunder and lightning shots and a wild 
assortment of catches. This exchange was 
marred slightly by a leg injury to Dan 
Thornton playing for Paul ' s. Fortunately, 
Paul ' s brought a sixth man and could 
provide a substitute. At the end of three 
games, a jubilant Paul's American Pie had 
denied Library Bar their fifth consecutive 
Ann Arbor victory. 

The freestyle competition fai led to attract 
many of the top contenders from this part of 
the country, probably because no I.F .A. 
series points were available here. But, the 
show must go on. In the finals , spectators 
and enthusiasts alike were treated to a 
sparkling performance by Jose' Montalvo 
andChau Rottman of Windy City fame. 

Library Bar [left to right] Youngman, Hansen, Newman, Hodges, Newman 

RESULTS AND PRIZE M ONEY 

GUTS 

Men's Women's 

1. Paul ' s American Pie $250 
$150 
$100 

1. Redford Ringray Women $50 
2. Library Bar 2. Crazy Ladies $25 
3. The Other Air Aces 3. Natural Women 

DISTANCE 
Women's Men's 

1. Janna Roycraft $30 1. Joe Youngman 
2. Nancy " B" Baumdraher 2. Tom Field 
3. Pat Lazaro 3. Chuck Schultz 

FREESTYlE 

1. Jose ' Montalvo and Chau Rottman $120 
2. John Bird and Mike Wohl $ 80 
3. Air Aces III $ 40 

$ 40 
$ 20 
$ 10 

John Bird and Mike Wohl teamed to take a 
solid hold on second place. The Air Aces III 
(Ypsilanti , Michigan) displayed a routine 
that was low in difficulty but very well 
rehearsed. 

Michigan for the facility and speci al thanks 
to the Humbly Magnifi cent Cham pions of 
the Universe and friends for working so 
hard to insure our enjoyment. 

Well, the votes have been tabulated and 
the decision is unanimous that we all had a 
good time . Many thanks to the University of 

U. of Milwaukee; a hole in the defense 

• Dave Demers 
Detroit, Michigan 
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Summer Guts Calendar - 1978 

Setting up the C , P.A. 1978 Cuts Calendar 
was a major step in guts player ' s com
munication . We wanted to set up a working 
calendar so that the players would be able to 
make up their guts plans betore the season 
had started. Our request for 1978 Regional 
tournament bids were well received . 
Through the responses we received, we 
were able to set up the 1978 calendar . The 
tournaments awarded Regional sanction 
showed us that they were able to meet the 
C .P.A. guidelines. By sanctioning these 
tournaments , we are able to provide the 
players with a quality guts series for the 

May 6 & 7, 1978 - Topeka, Kansas 
The first outdoor tournament of the year . 

A lso the first Regional of the 1978 season. 
This tournament will meet Regional guide
lines : 2 out of 3, double elimination , all 
entry fee money returned. The boys in 
Kansas are looking to make their tourna
ment a great season opener. 

INFORMATION 
Bill Cordon 
1244 Ohio , Apt. #6 
Lawrence, Kansas 60044 

1978 season. The decision to award the 
C.P.A. World ' s Championship to Toronto 
was a well thought out one . There were 
other sites in consideration and we thank 
them for their efforts. The people in Toronto 
impressed us with their energy and man
power. They realize how important this 
tournament is to the C.P.A. and the players. 
We must establish a quality World's 
Championship . The C .P.A . and the Ontario 
Cuts Frisbee Association will work together 
to provide one . 

Below are the dates and information on 
the Regional tournaments . Enjoy yourself. 

June 17 & 18, 1978 - Green Bay, Wisconsin 
In a short two years this tournament has 

become a l1)ajor guts tournament. With 
always good prize money and a guaranteed 
good tim e, Creen Bay has become a well 
attended affair. This is a Regional tourna
ment and Regional guidelines will be met. 

INFORMATION 
Pat Dennis 
2841 Bell Plane Road 
Creen Bay, Wisconsin 54303 

************************ 
~ June 30 & July 1, 1978 - I.F.T. Houghton, ~ 
~ Michigan JIIf"' 
iC The granddaddy of all guts tournaments . * 

Without the I.F.T ., guts play would not "'-iC have survived . Jon Davis and his crew have JIIf"' 
iC done a superb job . Besides the winner being * 
~ ab le to claim the famed Julius T. Nacazeal ""-
~ Trophy, this tournament will also qualify JIIf"' 
iC you for the C .P.A. World ' s Championship * 
~ even though it is not billed as a C.P.A. "'-
~ Regional tournament. ~ 
~ INFORMATION JIIf"' 
~ Copper Country Chamber of Commerce * 
~ P.O. Box 336 

iC Houghton , Michigan 49931 * 
6 !**************~ 

July 8 & 9, 1978 - Albuquerque, New 
M exico 

July 29 & 30, 1978 - Redford Township, 
Michigan 

This is the third Regional of the season . It 
is a major step for the host, the New Mexico 
Frisbee Assoc iation , in bringing guts into 
the southwest United States . Regional 
guidelines will be met for this tournament . 

INFORMATION 
New Mexico Frisbee Association 
John Marshall 

This is another one of those young tourna
ments that has rapidl y t urned into a major 
guts meeting. A player ' s favori te because 
the Ringrays have always offered good prize 
money. It is one of th e two Regionals in the 
state of Michigan. The site offers a chal
lenging 18 hole natural golf course. 

P.O. Box 40062 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106 

INFORMATION 
AI Bauman 
15597 Pomona Drive 
Redford , Michigan 48239 

August 12 & 13, 1978 - United States 
Nationals Cliff's Ridge, Marquette, 
Michigan 

August 19 & 20, 1978 - Sheboygan, 
Wisconsin 

This is the annual United States Cuts 
Championship . The competition and prize 
money are tops and some of the most vocal 
and knowledgeable fans make it a very 
competitive atmosphere. Bud Wesson is an 
experienced tournament director. This 
tournament will also meet Regional gu ide
lines. 

This tournament besides many other 
events will offer 5 man guts, two out of 
three, double elimination. The site is the 
amazing Vollrath park. It offers a three 
tiered grass bowl playing f ield and a per
manent 18 hole golf course . This is also a 
Regional tournament. 

INFORMATION 
Cliff's Ridge 

INFORMATION 
Bruce Wilk 
Route #2 
Elmwood, Wisconsin 54740 

County Road 553 
Marquette, Michigan 49855 

• 
September 2,3, & 4,1978 - G.P.A. World's 
Championship, Toronto, Ontario 

The final of the 1978 season. To get here 
teams must compete in at least one Regional 
or the I. F. T. The top seeded team s wi II be 
the Regional winners . The prize money will 
be the best offered at any tournament this 
year . Other great features will be the 
selection, by the players, of the C .P.A . 
All-Star Team . Another title offered will be 
the " World ' s Fastest Shot". An electronic 
radar detection unit will accurately clock the 
rate of speed of the frisbee thrown at 45 
feet. 

This event should be a very interesting 
competition . Hosted by the Ontario Cuts 
Frisbee Association, this tournament offers 
us great facilities, surrounded by the beauti
ful city of Toronto . This tournament will 
climax the first full season of the C .P.A . 
Don ' t mi ss this one . 

INFORMATION 
Ontario Cuts Frisbee Association 
167 Elizabeth Street, South 
Branpton , Ontario L6Y 1R8 
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Tournament mnts 
~ 

Response to our first newsletter has been 
encouraging to say the least. A number of 
people have called asking what is necessary 
to get a tournament started and what format 
must be followed . Well, the only rigorous 
guidelines are laid out for the Regional 
Tournaments which we described in the 
first newsletter. If you are interested in a 
local tournament or even just a gathering of 
teams or players, any of a variety of formats 
might best suit your desires. 

Sing le or double elimination tournaments 
have been historically popular in determin
ing the " best team " for any particular guts 
meet. Both are good methods in that they 
can handle a large number of teams in a 
reasonable time span and without requiring 
exorbitant amounts of space . This is im
portant if you are expecting more than 
sixteen teams . 

Apart from this , though , the methods have 
some faults . With the single elimination 
format some teams get eliminated before 
they can even warm up . This quick elimina
tion is not very satisfying to players - after 
all , they came to play . Double elimination is 
a bit better because after a first loss there is 
the opportunity to continue the battle and , if 
successful , actually make it all the way to 
the fin als . Still , th ere are some inherent 
faults with the system . First , the team that 
makes it to the finals from the loser's bracket 
has had to play more games than the 
winner' s bracket team . The winner ' s 
bracket t eam therefore holds the twofold 
advantage of being both unbeaten and 
fresher . The problem of not enough play 
time also still exists for lots of teams. For 
the tournament director, the double 
elimination format poses a variety of prob
lems in keeping track of who shou ld play 
who and when . It seems simple on the 
surface but I don ' t think I can count the 
number of times that Scott Dickson and I 
have gone to tournam ents and ended up 
running the bracketing for the unprepared, 
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unassuming tournament director . 
A method with great potential - but so 

far little usage - is the round robin format. 
Here, every team plays every other team 
and then there is a playoff between the two 
teams with the best overall record . If too 
many teams are participating, several 
divisions could be created with each division 
winner earning a playoff berth . This format 
allows for much more play time for all teams 
and at the same time balances the tiredness 
factor found with double elimination . 
Another handy feature is that it is easy to 
keep track of who should play who and 

when ... Scott and I may tind some time to 
p lay instead of running the brackets . There 
is one big tradeoff with the round robin 
format if you care to even finish the tourna
ment. .. SPACE. The optimum number of 
fields would be one for every two teams . 
Thus, sixteen teams would be the limit for a 
great many p laying areas - even fewer for 
some of the fields I've played on . Frankly, 
though , I really like the round robin format 
and I encourage people to try it more in the 
future. 

A second question that has been fre
quently asked concerning format is " how 
many players must constitute a team?" The 
CPA will rigorously hold to the five man and 
three woman format for Regional Tourna
ments . However , for local tournaments , 
club meets and practices, this is not an 
important factor . In fact , three person may 
be a better way to go in developing power 
and accuracy throwing skills at the same 
time. And on defense, there is much more 
individual action with three people than 
with five. 

Now, continue planning your guts 
gathering and work in the formats which 
best suit your goals and those of the p layers 
you expect to attract. Realize that there are 
a variety of ways to do this that can be 
satisfying to both you as a director and the 
p layers as competitors . 

• John Sappington 

Loose Tips 
KANSAS IN MAY 

The First Regional CPA Tournament will be in Topeka, Kansas on May 6 and 7. 
This is real soon so run to get there. Contact info is on the calendar page in this 
issue. 

GPA LABEL 
The CPA owes a debt of gratitude to Mike Curnsey of the Riddin High Cut s team 

(Utica, Mich.) for his label design for the 1978 CPA tournament disc. (Collector's 
sample adorns this newsletter cover.) Mike received $15 and ten discs for his 
contribution. Thanks Mike! 

GPA DISCS 
The 1978 CPA tournament disc - pictured here - is a #15 mold fire orange pro 

and as you can see, it has a handsome hot stamp and label. The discs are available for 
general sales at the following rates: 

1-20 discs ... $2.50 each 
20-100 discs ... $2 .00 each 
100+ discs ... $1 .50 each 

Make checks or money orders payable to John Sappington and be prepared to pay 
freight charge upon receipt . Orders will be shipped UPS within two-three weeks . 

NEWSLETTER LOGO 
We're st ill solic iting for a permanent newsletter logo. Send your f inished art work 

along and we'll f igure out how to choose the best one. As for t he d isc label, some 
form of reward w ill be offered. 
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lOOSE TIPS 

WOMEN 'S GUTS 
Two major rule changes have been implemented for women ' s guts in the CPA 

Reg ional Format. These are: 
1. Teams ,will consist of three members playing at a time . (Substition rules should 

be determi ned prior to each tournament .) 
2. The court will be 13 meters rather than the 14 meter official distance for open or 

men ' s category. 
Comments and/or other suggestions should be directed to Nancy Banmdraher, 

15094 Dolphin , Detroit, MI. 48223 . 

RULES COMMITTEE 
The CPA is interested in seeing a reforming of the Cuts Rules Committee. If you 

have any'interest in sitting on such a committee please let us know immediately , Or if 
you have some rules suggestions, jot them down and send them out , Remember, 
Cuts is a game developed by players and its control is very much in our hands . 

GPA REGISTRATION 
CPA membership is growing but there are still many players who aren 't on our 

mailing list. Spread the word for teams and individuals to send names, addresses 
(including zip codes) and phone numbers. 

Buck's Back Page 
In the early years of guts the backhanded 

shot was the primary throw. Its develop
ment was a natural process . Most players 
had learned how to throw a frisbee that way 
and it continued through into competition . 
Then as the techniques of throwing were 
refi ned , through time and experience, the 
thumber began to emerge as the bas ic 
power shot. W ith its main origins in the 
Upper Peni nsul a, the ~ayers began to see 
the potent ial of the t humber . By t hrowing a 
shot from the forearm side you increase 
your power and accuracy. The throwing 
motion of the th umber is similar to the 
throwing motion of a baseball. For some 
players the t ransit ion between these two 
motions is easi ly learned . 

In the seventies the thumber is recog
nized overall as the most powerful shot. Its 
development was a major step in the increase 
of the speed of the game. With its better 
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range of ,accuracy it helped form strategies 
like " shooting the weak man or a end." 

Learning to throw a thumber is like trying 
to learn any other shot, it takes time and 
patience. The first step is the grip . There 
are two basic grips. The first grip (A&B) is 
the standard grip. It is used by the majority 
of players, It is the th umb placed flat on the 
inside lip while the other fingers grab the 
top of the disc. The second grip (C) is a 
slight variation. This grip is used to cause 
the frisbee to break down sharply. In this 
grip t he t humbn ai l is pressed against the 
under lip of the frisbee. 

The grip is a very easy step to learn. 
Putting t he grip together with a approach, 
snap, and a release is t he hard part . In the 
next article Ron Arendt and Keith "green" 
Moher, both thumber throwers, write on 
their ideas of throwing a thumber. 

• Buck 

BUCK 'S BACK PAGE 

THEORY AND APPLICATION 
OF A THUMBER 

In the last 10 years the thumber 
developed into the most devastating shot in 
the game of guts. The reason being that the 
same application of a fast ball pitcher is 
used in the delive ry of an overhand 
thumber, The overhand thumber produces a 
side to side movement which is unpredict
able for th e opponent in each shot. When 
facing a backhand or a forehand this type of 
movement varies little in comparison to a 
thumber. 

Basically the re are three types of snap 
used in correct application of a " good" 
thumber . First there is wrist snap . This is 
where you get the spin which causes the 
disc to fly smoothly . Second there is arm 
and shoulder snap . This is where the power 
and velocity comes from . Last of all there is 
a body snap. Using the twisting motion of 
your body in conjunction with your arm, 
shoulder, and wrist snap , you are able to 
produce your most effective shot . A fluid 
motion of these applications produces your 
best shot . Forcing one of these applications 
out of sequence can result in injury to 
elbow, shoulder and back areas: 

There are three types of approaches: no 
approach, short approach, and long ap
proach . Determining which style of ap
proach one should take into account pe r
sonal preference , body size, arm durability, 
and stamina. The no approach is self
exp lanatory. Using the short approach one 
is able to put more body movement behind 

the shot . Using the long approach a llows a 
player to apply his maximum output ac
cordi ng to his style and size. 

Different approaches resul t in different 
re leases. The three different releases are: 
down angle, flat shot, and the overhand 
re lease. The down angle shot produces 
difficult spin which propels the disc into the 
ground when contact with the opponents 
hand is made . The flat shot sometimes dips 
when thrown as does the forehand . Using 
the overhand shot, maximum side to silde 
movement may be obtained if the correct 
angle of re lease is used - that angle being 
the face of the disc s lightly angled over the 
thumb and towards the opponent. 

• Ron Arndt & Keith Moher 

Editors note: Ron Arndt and Keith Moher 
are former World Champions and current ly 
play with the Detroit/ Roch este r based team 
Third Coast Cruisers. 

NEXT MONTH: Kansas 11 
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UPCOMING ARTICLES 

Realizing that the summer and the Guts sea
son are soon to be fully underway, we have planned 
another Newsletter for mid-June. If you have any 
articles or points of interest " that you think we 
should print, get them to me by June 1. That 
should give me enough time to include them in the 
next issue. Send them to John Sappington at the 
address listed on page two. 

Articles to look forward too include: 

History and Tradition at the 1FT 
Defense 
Player Contributions to Guts 
More on 1978 GPA Championships in Toronto 

So, keep checking your mailbox! 

Green Bay,WI -- June 17 & 18 

Pat Dennis asked me to remind everyone that 
he is planning a terrific tournament once again 
in Green Bay. He's expecting a lot of teams 
so let's not let him down. Nice trophies and 
good weather have been ordered for the week
end so a good time shoud be easy to have. 
Write him and let him know early that you plan 
to attend. His address is on the calendar 
page. 

California ????????? 

The word is that sometime this sunMer, some
,."here in California there will be a Regional 
format GPA sanctioned tournament. Look for 
specifics in the next issue. 
T,qke heart Californians . .. All i s not freestyle 
and ultimate, and field games . 



POST DEADLINE NOTES 

Chicago,IL -- June 10 & 11 

The Chicago tournament is a National Series 
event again this year. There will be Guts 
on Sunday for 16 teams with a registration 
fee of $25 per team. All entry money will be 
returned in prize money in this double elimi
nation event. Women's Guts will be featured 
as well with registration of $15 per three 
woman team. 

For more information: 

Jose Montalvo 
c/o Windy City Frisbee Association 
1628 W. 21st Place 
Chicago, IL 60608 
phone 1-312-421-3038 

About Newsletter Number Two 

The photos in this issue mark a nice step 
forward for the Newsletter. Thanks again to 
D. Brainerd for letting us use them. Nancy 
Ciaglaski has also done a fine job in 
connection with Buck in making drawings for 
his article on Thumbers. With the added 
capacity for artwork in the Newsletter, we 
are now in need of sources for more artwork. 
This means YOU!!! I'm sure that there are 
some excellent pictures and drawings in the 
hands of players. Just send them in and YQU 
can expect to see them in the Newsletter. 
Four by six or eight by ten glossies are the 
best for us to work with. 

We ~·Te counting on you to help us out! 


